Abstract
Introduction
The existing researches mostly focus on the port (especially for container terminal) shipping scheduling [1] [2] [3] [4] . Yu Meng [5] et al. have studied more Agent of container terminal resources distribution of the production scheduling system. Zhang Jieshu [6] has studied the production scheduling optimization problem of the container terminal resources about the facilities, devices and information technology etc. Li Qiang [7] There are many differences between the dockyard ship shifting scheduling and the port ship shifting scheduling. This paper will explore the dockyard ship shifting scheduling problem. The ship shifting scheduling problem is a complex variable stage dynamic programming problem. This problem is very difficult to be solved solely based on the basic dynamic programming. We presented a cellular automata model of Shipyard shifting scheduling problem, and solve it with Ant Colony algorithm.
Cellular Automata Model
Cellular Automata (CA) is a discrete dynamic grid technology model in time, space and state. The basic principle of the CA model is that it simulates the complex macroscopical phenomenon through large cells parallel evolution following some simple rules. Each cell spreading in the grid is taken its finite discrete state, and follows same evolution rules, so all cells can be synchronous updated according to some determinate local rules. The dynamic evolution of system is formed with all cells interaction each other with certain rules. In this section, we gradually construct a CA model by analyzing the feature of the shipyard shifting scheduling problem.
Above all, we discuss the dimension of the CA model. Obviously, all ships are located at the plane formed by the river (sea), so the dimension of the CA model is 2 dimensions, denoted as 2 d  . Form of the cellular model with the ships berthed can be shown as Figure 1 . 
V is the total number of the target cells (the target ships).
The target state of the target cell w b is denoted as
Above are regarded as original conditions.
The neighbor cell of the target cell w b is denoted as 
,
, .
So we obtain the general CA model of the problem. In the next section, we explore the evolution rules of the model and the principle of solving the model.
Solving of the model
Above all, we explore the evolution process of the model. We set out to analyze the cell and its neighbor cells from the moment 0 t  as the beginning of the problem. 
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, The key of the whole CA model evolution from original state ( 0 t  ) to the terminal state ( t T  ) is how to find the evolution rules F . The essential target is how to obtain the optimal scheme of the problem, namely find the way that it least costs (such as the shortest distance, or the least shifting times, or the shortest time, and so on). The objective function is recorded as Z .
The target of all evolution is to make all target cells to reach their goal positions, so the neighbor cells of the target cells also abbey this rule. Thus, we can obtain the basic rules of the CA evolution.
The basic evolution rule of the target cell 1 f : Regarding the goal position of the target sell as the first priority, and the target cell as the second priority, to search higher coordinate (namely, their outside cells) neighbor cells until finding the empty cell, 1 f is written as,
:
The basic evolution rule of the neighbor cell of the target cell 2 f : Following "Minimum energy" and "Shortest path" principle when the neighbor cell evolution, namely, the neighbor cells moving to the lowest and the nearest position, 2 f is written as, 
The basic evolution of the whole CA model F : Following "Minimum energy" and "Shortest path" principle when the target cell and its neighbor cells synchronous evolution, F can be written as,
0, : min .
When one evolution cycle T is completed, all cells will be re-evaluated. While the outside cells of the target cell (or neighbor cell) are impossible to shift in one cycle, and the target cell is to be shifted temporarily, in same way, the evolution follows "Minimum energy" and "Shortest path" principle.
In each evolution cycle, the convergence condition is that all evolutions must be satisfied with the "Minimum energy" and "Shortest path" principle.
So the whole evolution of the whole CA model can be described that the target cells were gradually evolved to their goal location through the target cell and their neighbor cells evolution. The detail evolution can be described as: In this way, we can give the algorithm process as Figure 2 shown. 
Ant Colony Algorithm of CA model
Based on general algorithm of the CA model and the evolution rules of the model, we present an Ant Colony algorithm of the model. Considering the characteristics of the problem, we adopt the von Neumann type of the neighbor cell of the CA model.
The transition probability of the adjacent node of the ant (cell) is defined as,
where the parameters are defined as following: 
Convergence of the algorithm

Setting ( , , )
A p  as a complete probability measure space,   , , , , , , a is the cell v 's target position. In the paper, we firstly prove the mapping forming with the transition arithmetic operators of the algorithm and the arithmetic operators of the evolution of the CA model is a random contraction operator, then prove that mapping exists one and only fixed point, so we can get the conclusion that the algorithm has astringency.
The transition arithmetic operators of the ant (cell) p T means that the ant is transferred from one node to the other one node with the transition probability ij kl v a a P , i.e. the mapping from the ant state space to the state of the ant , the mapping can be denoted as :
The evolvement arithmetic operators of the cell (ant) f T mean the local evolution rules of the cell, i.e. the mapping from the cell space to the cell space, the mapping can be denoted as :
, ,
Research of Cellular Automata Model of Dockyard Ship Shifting Scheduling Problem and Its Ant Colony Algorithm Jianping Chen, Jiawei Ye decision-making is only decided by the number of the tugboats for shifting and one ship-one shifting time only requires one tugboat. We will look for the shortest path from the initial state 0 s to the final state t and calculate the shortest path's length. 
Conclusions
The proposal of the paper is how to model the shipyard ship shifting scheduling problem based on the cellular automata theory. Under analyzing the characteristic of the problem, the CA model has been presented, and the evolution rules also have been given. The Ant Colony Algorithm of the CA model has been presented and proved it is available for the model of the problem. Application of the specific instance, the model and algorithm are verified. The paper provides an idea for solving the problem of the shipyard ship shifting scheduling.
There is a lot of space to deeply explore in this paper. For example, on some basic mathematical assumptions in the process of the model building and the arithmetic of the mathematical model, and so on, there exists a wide scope for further researching.
